IC1 L1D1 Sentence Quiz

Unscramble the Chinese words or sentences below using the hints provided:

1. 你好 (Hello; How do you do?)

2. 贵姓请问，你? (What is your family name please?)

3. ? 。你姓我呢李 (My family name is Li. how about you?)

4. 我王姓。 (My family name is Wang.)

5. 小姐，? 李名字什么你叫 (Miss Li, what is your name?)

6. 叫。我李友 (My name is Li You)

7. 名字什么先生你，? 王叫 (Mr. Wang, what is your name?)

8. 我王。朋叫 (My name is Wang Peng.)